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The sz = 0 spin configuration of two electrons confined at a double quantum dot (DQD) encodes the singlet-
triplet qubit (STQ). We introduce the inverted STQ (ISTQ) that emerges from the setup of two quantum dots (QDs)
differing significantly in size and out-of-plane magnetic fields. The strongly confined QD has a two-electron
singlet ground state, but the weakly confined QD has a two-electron triplet ground state in the sz = 0 subspace.
Spin-orbit interactions act nontrivially on the sz = 0 subspace and provide universal control of the ISTQ together
with electrostatic manipulations of the charge configuration. GaAs and InAs DQDs can be operated as ISTQs
under realistic noise conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Encoded spin qubits in a two-electron configuration have
become popular since the seminal experiment by Petta
et al. [1]. Single electrons are trapped using gate-defined
quantum dots (QDs) in semiconducting nanostructures [2].
The spin is used as the information carrier [3]. We con-
sider the qubit encoding using the sz = 0 spin subspace of
two electrons [4–6]. The passage between different charge
configurations realizes single-qubit control electrostatically.
Applying voltages at metallic gates close to the structure
enables the transfer of electrons between the QDs. The (1,1)
configuration labels separated electrons on the two QDs; two
electrons occupy a single QD in (2,0) and (0,2).
In this paper, we explore a two-electron double quantum
dot (DQD) under the influence of magnetic fields and spin-
orbit interactions (SOIs). The qubit is encoded in the sz = 0
subspace of two electrons using the singlet |S〉 and spinless
triplet |T 〉 states, similarly to common singlet-triplet qubits
(STQs) [4–6]. Our setup has an energy degeneracy of |S〉
and |T 〉 in (1,1) that is a consequence of the competition
between the confining potential and the Coulomb interactions.
In the absence of SOIs, the orbital contributions from the
out-of-plane magnetic fields favor triplets, while the confining
potential favors singlets. We call this qubit inverted STQ
(ISTQ) because it differs from normal STQs by the occurrence
of a singlet-triplet inversion. We realize an ISTQs with one
strongly confined QD and one weakly confined QD. |T 〉 is the
ground state in sz = 0 for one QD when it is doubly occupied,
but the other QD has a singlet ground state. SOIs couple
|S〉 and |T 〉. In contrast to the setup with two QDs differing
significantly in size, it was argued that SOIs act trivially on the
sz = 0 subspace for two identical QDs [7,8].
The encoding in the sz = 0 subspace is optimal because
the qubit encoding is protected from hyperfine interactions.
Nuclear spins generate local magnetic-field fluctuations Bhyp.
Mainly the component B‖hyp parallel to the external magnetic
field B influences the sz = 0 subspace [9]. Fluctuations in
B
‖
hyp are low frequency and can be corrected using refocusing
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techniques [10,11]. In particular, the ISTQ is superior to
the two-electron encoding that uses the singlet state |S〉
and the sz = 1 triplet state |T +〉 [12–15]. There is also
an energy degeneracy of |S〉 and |T +〉 in this setup, but
hyperfine interactions induce noise with larger weights at
higher frequencies [11].
The main purpose of this paper is to explore the ISTQ
encoding. We show that SOIs act nontrivially on the sz = 0
subspace. The influence of SOIs can be described by an
effective magnetic-field difference between the QDs. The
effective local magnetic field depends on the confining
potential of the wave functions. ISTQs are controlled using
electrostatic voltages, which tune the DQD between different
charge configurations. DQDs that consist of QDs with different
sizes realize ISTQs that can be operated in the presence
of realistic noise sources. A DQD that is coded using two
distinct QDs gives also other perspectives: A strongly confined
QD is favorable for the initialization and the readout of
STQs. A weakly confined QD may be favorable for qubit
manipulations [16]. We are convinced that this setup is likely
to be explored as the search for alternative spin qubit designs
continues [17–19]. Operating STQs coded using two QDs with
different sizes as ISTQs is achieved by applying sufficiently
large out-of-plane magnetic fields.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
introduces the model to construct ISTQs and describes the
qubit encoding. Section III characterizes SOIs as a source
to influence the sz = 0 subspace. We describe different
possibilities to manipulate the ISTQ in Sec. IV and discuss
its performance in Sec. V.
II. MODEL
Our study includes the orbital Hamiltonian H0, external
magnetic fields H1, and SOIs H2. The orbital Hamiltonian for
two electrons in gate-defined lateral DQDs is described by
H0 =
∑
i=1,2
[
℘2i
2m
+ V (xi)
]
+ V (x1,x2). (1)
The orbital contributions of the magnetic-field component
perpendicular to the lateral direction (called the z direction)
are included by the kinematic momentum operator ℘ =
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FIG. 1. (Color online) STQ coded on an asymmetric DQD. Each
QD contains one electron. Modifications of the confining potentials
allow an electron transfer to reach a doubly occupied QD. QDL has a
two-electron singlet ground state; for QDR the spinless triplet state is
lower in energy. The out-of-plane component Bz of the magnetic field
favors triplets, but the confining energy favors singlets. The magnetic
field B is tilted by the angle φ from the dot-connection axis ex and by
the out-of-plane angle θ from ez. The [1,0,0] direction of the lattice is
rotated by the angle ξ from ex . We introduce additionally the rotation
angle ρ between B and the [1,0,0] direction.

i
∇ + eA. e > 0 is the electric charge, m is the effective
mass, and A = Bz2 (−y,x,0)T describes orbital effects from the
out-of-plane magnetic-field component Bz in the symmetric
gauge. Orbital contributions from in-plane magnetic fields
are weak for strong confining potentials in the z direction.
V (x) is the single-particle potential that includes external
electric fields. Two QDs are present at the positions (±a,0,0)T .
V (x1,x2) is the Coulomb interaction. Magnetic fields couple
directly to the spins through the Zeeman Hamiltonian:
H1 = gμB2 B ·
∑
i=1,2
σ i . (2)
σ = (σx,σy,σz)T is the vector of Pauli matrices, B is the
magnetic field, g is the g factor, and μB is the Bohr magneton.
We include two orbitals at each QD: the single-dot ground
{|L〉,|R〉} and the single-dot excited states {|L〉,|R〉}. We
consider only the sz = 0 subspace, since states with sz = 0
are far away in energy during qubit manipulations. The wave
functions of the singlet state (S) and spinless triplet state (T )
of different charge configurations (nL,nR) are
|S1,1〉 = 1√
2
(c†L,↑c†R,↓ − c†L,↓c†R,↑)|0〉, (3)
|S2,0/0,2〉 = (c†L/R,↑c†L/R,↓)|0〉, (4)
|T1,1〉 = 1√
2
(c†L,↑c†R,↓ + c†L,↓c†R,↑)|0〉, (5)
|T2,0/0,2〉 = 1√
2
(c†L/R,↑c†L/R,↓ + c
†
L/R,↓c
†
L/R,↑)|0〉, (6)
where |0〉 is the vacuum state and c†iσ is the creation operator
of an electron in orbital i with spin σ . We use a Hubbard model
to describe the (2,0), (1,1), and (0,2) configurations [20,21].
The electrons are on separate QDs in (1,1). The orbital ground
states are filled with two electrons for the singlets |S2,0〉 and
|S0,2〉; the Pauli exclusion principle requires that electrons fill
different orbitals for |T2,0〉 and |T0,2〉. Orbital effects ofH0 and
FIG. 2. (Color online) Energy diagram of a STQ as a function
of the electrostatic bias  according to Eqs. (7) and (9). The blue
and red lines (gray lines in the print version) describe the energies
of the lowest singlet ES and spinless triplet ET ; black lines show
excited states. The left dotted line labels the charge transition point
at  = −UL, where ES1,1 and ES2,0 have the same energies (similarly
ET1,1 and ET0,2 have equal energies at  = UR). We obtain a (2,0)
singlet ground state at  < 0, while  > 0 favors the (0,2) triplet. ES
and ET cross at ∗. SOIs couple ES and ET . The inset shows the
region around ∗. The dashed curves are energy levels in the absence
of SOIs.
H1 are described by
H =
⎛
⎝ 0 tLs tRstLs UL +  0
tRs 0 UR + (0,2) − 
⎞
⎠
⊕
⎛
⎝ 0 tLt tRttLt UL + (2,0) +  0
tRt 0 UR − 
⎞
⎠ . (7)
Equation (7) is written in the basis
{|S1,1〉,|S2,0〉,|S0,2〉,|T1,1〉,|T2,0〉,|T0,2〉}. The real constants
t
L,R
s,t characterize the spin-conserving hopping processes of
electrons from (1,1) towards two electrons on the same QD.
The relative energies of (2,0), (1,1), and (0,2) are tunable by
voltages at gates near the left and right QD; we model their
influence as a modification of the addition energies UL →
UL +  and UR → UR − . The left QD is doubly occupied
for  → −∞ (and, similarly, the right QD for  → ∞). The
electrons are separated on different QDs for  ∼ 0.
As above, one needs to overcome the charging energies UL
of the left QD or UR of the right QD to add two electrons to the
same QD. One QD (e.g., QDL) is in the normal configuration
and has a singlet ground state, but |T0,2〉 is the ground state
of QDR . The singlet is the ground state in the absence of
magnetic fields [22]. Doubly occupied QDs with ET < ES are
obtained at finite out-of-plane magnetic fields also for sz =
0 [23,24]. Finite values of Bz decrease the sizes of the orbital
wave functions and raise the Coulomb repulsions between
the electrons. Electrons prefer to minimize the Coulomb
repulsion, which makes triplets favorable. The inversion from
a singlet to a triplet ground state was experimentally detected at
Bz = 1.5 T in elongated GaAs QDs [25]. A theoretical study
predicts an orbital singlet-triplet inversion at Bz = 0.5 T in
weakly confined, circular GaAs QDs [8]. However, ISTQs
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only require a triplet ground state for one of the two QDs,
which is realized for one strongly confined QD and one weakly
confined QD (cf. Fig. 1) [26]. UL + (2,0) and UR + (0,2) are
the energies to reach the first excited, doubly occupied states,
(2,0) = ET2,0 − ES2,0 > 0, (0,2) = ES0,2 − ET0,2 > 0, (8)
are the energy differences of the doubly occupied states. We
neglect matrix elements between (2,0) and (0,2) of the same
spin [20] because their contributions are weak.
Figure 2 shows a typical energy diagram of the sz = 0
subspace in the charge configurations (2,0), (1,1), and (0,2).
Equation (7) describes a state crossing of the singlet |S〉
and sz = 0 triplet state |T 〉. |S2,0〉 is the ground state deep
in (2,0), while |T0,2〉 is the ground state in (0,2). |S1,1〉 and
|S2,0〉 have the same orbital energies at  = −UL; |T1,1〉 and
|T0,2〉 are at equal energies at  = UR . Similarly, there is a
state degeneracy of |T1,1〉 and |T2,0〉 at  = −(UL + (2,0)).
|S1,1〉 and |S0,2〉 have the same energy at  = UR + (0,2).
Electron tunneling between the QDs hybridizes states of
different charge configurations. The singlet ground state |S〉
is degenerate with sz = 0 triplet state |T 〉 in (1,1) because
the tunnel couplings tL,Rs,t are smaller than UL, UR , (2,0), and
(0,2). We label this point ∗. The next section describes SOIs,
which couple |S〉 and |T 〉 by 	so at ∗.
III. CALCULATION OF so
We consider QDs fabricated in the crystal’s (0,0,1) plane.
The strong confining potential in the z direction causes
interactions between the electron spins and the in-plane
momentum components. SOIs are described by
H2 = α

∑
i=1,2
[σx ′℘y ′ − σy ′℘x ′ ]i
+ β

∑
i=1,2
[−σx ′℘x ′ + σy ′℘y ′ ]i . (9)
The first term, which is called the Rashba SOI [27], is caused
by the broken structure inversion symmetry from the confining
potential in the z direction [28]. The second term, called the
Dresselhaus SOI [27], is present for a crystal lattice without
inversion symmetry [29]. x ′ and y ′ label the [1,0,0] direction
and [0,1,0] direction of the lattice. [1,0,0] is rotated by the
angle ξ from ex , which is the vector connecting the QD centers
(cf. Fig. 1). Large spin-orbit (SO) effects are expected when
electrons are free to move, which is possible between the QDs
in the ex direction. We consider only the SO contributions
that involve the momentum component in the ex direction
(℘x) and extract from Eq. (9) H˜2 =  ·
∑
i=1,2[℘xσ ]i , with
 = ( − β cos(2ξ ), − α − β cos(2ξ ),0)T . Additional contri-
butions from the in-plane momentum component perpendicu-
lar to ex are discussed in Appendix A.
H0 from Eq. (1) dominates over the SO contributions.
We apply a unitary transformation U = ei(S1+S2), with Si =
mxi
2
 · σ i [30–32]. U was introduced to remove SOIs to
second order for confined systems. This transformation turns
out to be useful because the transformed Hamiltonian is only
position dependent. Note that the equivalent transformation
was used in Refs. [7,8] to show that SOIs act trivially on the
sz = 0 subspace for a highly symmetric DQD. The transformed
Hamiltonian reads:
U(H0 +H1 + H˜2)U† = H0 − m
2
||2
+ gμB
2
∑
i = 1,2
j ∈ N
B[j ]eff (xi) · σ i , (10)
B[j ]eff (x) ≡
1
j !
(
2m
2
x
)j
[(· · · (B ×) × · · · ) ×︸ ︷︷ ︸
j times
]. (11)
H0 remains formally unchanged. Besides the constant energy
shift − m
2
||2, there are only position-dependent terms (note
the restriction to the x direction). Equation (10) couples only
states of the same charge sector because the orbital states
are strongly confined at the QD’s position. We restrict the
discussion to the contribution in (1,1). Contributions from
(2,0) and (0,2) are negligible, as described in Appendix B.
The charge configuration is confined to a small area compared
to the SO scale ( 22m|| )2, with the result that terms in Eq. (11)
with higher order in j are less important.
The external magnetic field is rotated by the polar angle θ
from the [0,0,1] direction and the azimuthal angle φ from
ex (cf. Fig. 1). We fix the spin quantization axis parallel
to B. The components of Eq. (11) that are parallel to the
external magnetic field (B[j ]eff )‖ couple |S1,1〉 and |T1,1〉, while
the perpendicular components couple subspaces of different
sz. We assume that the states |L〉 and |R〉 are strongly
confined at the QD position, with 〈L|x|R〉 = 〈L|x2|R〉 = 0,
〈R|x|R〉 = −〈L|x|L〉 = a. We introduce the variances of the
orbitals 〈L|(x − a)2|L〉 = varL and 〈R|(x + a)2|R〉 = varR .
Note that the transformation U in Eq. (10) modifies also the
definitions of the basis states |L〉 and |R〉.
The effective Hamiltonian in (1,1), including SOIs to
second order, is written in the basis |S1,1〉 from Eq. (3), |T1,1〉
from Eq. (5), |T +1,1〉 = c†L↑c†R↑|0〉, and |T −1,1〉 = c†L↓c†R↓|0〉:
H(1,1) = EZ
⎛
⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
⎞
⎟⎠− i√2EZ 2ma
2
⊥
⎛
⎜⎝
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠− EZ
(
2m
2
)2
2⊥ (varL − varR)
⎛
⎜⎝
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
⎞
⎟⎠
+
√
2EZ
(
2m
2
)2
‖⊥ ×
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 − varL−varR2 varL−varR2
0 0
(
varL+varR
2 − 2a2
) (
varL+varR
2 − 3a2
)
− varL−varR2
(
varL+varR
2 − 2a2
)
0 0
var−varR
2
(
varL+varR
2 − 3a2
)
0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (12)
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with the Zeeman energy EZ = gμB2 |B|. ‖ =|| cos[(,B)] is the component of  parallel to B, and
⊥ = || sin[(,B)] is the component of  perpendicular
to B [all components are determined by the angle (,B)
between the vectors  and B, cf. Fig. 1].
The first term in Eq. (12) represents the Zeeman interaction
that shifts |T +1,1〉 and |T −1,1〉 relative to the sz = 0 energy levels.
This term dominates over all SO contributions. The second
term in Eq. (12) couples |S1,1〉 with |T +1,1〉 and |S1,1〉 with
|T −1,1〉. This term was discussed in great detail in Refs. [7,8]. It
does not couple |S1,1〉 and |T1,1〉. Note that the coupling to the
triplet states does not cause an energy shift of |S1,1〉 in second-
order Schrieffer-Wolff perturbation theory [33] because the
couplings between |S1,1〉 and |T +1,1〉 and between |S1,1〉 and
|T −1,1〉 cancel each other.
The dominant SO contribution on the sz = 0 subspace is
obtained from the third term of Eq. (12). This term represents
the component of the effective magnetic field parallel to B,
which is second order in the SOI: (B[2]eff )‖ = −B2 ( 2m2 )22⊥x2 [cf.
Eq. (11)]. (B[2]eff )‖ realizes a direct coupling between |S1,1〉 and|T1,1〉: 	so ≈ EZ varR−varLl2so . We introduce the length scale lso =

2
2m|⊥| . The fourth term in Eq. (12) gives small corrections to
	so. Appendix A describes the angular dependency of 	so and
extends the analysis of SOIs using all terms of Eq. (9).
The smallest possible values for lso are on the order of the
Rashba and Dresselhaus spin precession lengths lαso and l
β
so.
Typically, GaAs heterostructures have spin precession lengths
lαso,l
β
so  1 μm for the Rashba and the Dresselhaus SOIs (cf.
Appendix C). The variances of the orbital wave functions
can be approximated using the noninteracting descriptions of
electrons that are confined at QDs. The Fock-Darwin states
are the solutions of the noninteracting eigenvalue problem of
two-dimensional circular QDs [34,35]. The variances of these
wave functions are directly related to the confining potentials
as var ≈ l20 , when assuming a harmonic confining potential
that has the magnitude ω0 with l0 =
√

mω0
[1 + ( eBz2mω0 )2]−1/4.
Normal values for strongly confined QDs in GaAs are ω0 =
3 meV and l0 = 20 nm [20]. Weakly confined QDs in GaAs of
ω0 = 0.1 meV have l0 = 100 nm. We obtain, for lso = 1 μm
and B = 500 mT, 	so = 0.1 μeV (	so/h ≈ 25 MHz).
Small-band-gap materials tend to have stronger SOIs. SOIs
are, for example, by one order of magnitude larger in InAs
than in GaAs (lαso = 1.1 μm for GaAs and lαso = 0.14 μm for
InAs; cf. Appendix C). Furthermore, the variances of the wave
functions of InAs QDs are potentially larger than of GaAs
QDs due to the smaller effective mass. It should therefore be
possible to reach values of 	so ≈ 1 μeV (	so/h ≈ 250 MHz).
The coupling between |S〉 and |T 〉 at ∗ can be approxi-
mated by 	so ≈ EZ varR−varLl2so , as one can see from Eq. (7). The
state coupling is determined by the weights of |S1,1〉 in |S〉 and
|T1,1〉 in |T 〉 at ∗. ∗ is close to the center of (1,1) because tL,Rs,t
are much smaller than UL, UR , (2,0), and (0,2). Therefore
|S1,1〉 and |T1,1〉 have weights close to unity.
In summary, SOIs couple |S〉 and |T 〉 via their state
contributions in (1,1). There is a second-order coupling
through SOIs, describing an effective magnetic field parallel
to the external magnetic field B‖eff at the QDs. The magnitude
of B‖eff depends on the sizes of the wave functions. 	so
is caused by an effective magnetic-field gradient across the
DQDs generated from SOIs.
IV. QUBIT MANIPULATIONS
An ISTQ encodes a qubit similar to a normal STQ. We
identify the singlet state |S〉 with the logical “1” and the sz = 0
triplet state |T 〉 with the logical “0.” Pauli operators are used to
describe interactions on the qubit subspace: From this point on-
ward, σx = |S〉〈T | + |T 〉〈S|, σy = −i|S〉〈T | + i|T 〉〈S|, and
σz = |S〉〈S| − |T 〉〈T |. A complete set of single-qubit gates
together with one maximally entangling two-qubit gate are
convenient for universal quantum computation [36]. Figure 3
shows an energy diagram of the qubit levels as a function
of the bias parameter , which is extracted from Fig. 2. We
identify three points that are favorable for qubit manipulations.
The qubit states are coupled by a transverse Hamiltonian
H∗ = 	soσx at ∗. |S〉 and |T 〉 are energy eigenstates far
from the anticrossing. We label one point in (2,0) as (2,0)
with H(2,0) = −(2,0)σz [and, similarly, (0,2) in (0,2) with
H(0,2) = (0,2)σz].
A. Single-qubit fates
The ISTQ provides different approaches for single-qubit
manipulations. The effective Hamiltonian on the qubit sub-
space can be tuned using electric gates. Gate manipulations
rotate the direction of an effective magnetic field. A magnetic
field in the z direction is applied at (2,0) in (2,0) and (0,2) in
(0,2). (2,0) and (0,2) correspond to the energy differences
of |S〉 and |T 〉. The effective magnetic-field direction is
tilted to the x axis in (1,1). It points exactly along ex at
∗ and has a magnitude 	so. Rotations around the z axis
and x axis can be generated when the qubit is tuned fast
between (2,0), (0,2), and ∗. The qubit manipulation time τ
FIG. 3. (Color online) Sketch of the energy levels |S〉 and |T 〉 that
encode the ISTQ. The energy levels are shifted compared to Fig. 2,
while the energy differences between ES and ET remain unchanged
at each . |S〉 and |T 〉 have equal orbital energies at ∗. SOIs lift the
degeneracy and cause an anticrossing 	so. |S〉 is the ground state for
 < ∗, but |S〉 is the excited state for  > ∗. We label one point
deep in (2,0) by (2,0) with the energy splitting (2,0) [similarly, |S〉
and |T 〉 have the energy splitting (0,2) at (0,2) in (0,2)].
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must be diabatic with the SOI but adiabatic to the orbital
Hamiltonian: h/	so  τ  h/(2,0),h/(0,2) [37]. The time
scale of single-qubit gates is determined by h/(2,0), h/(0,2),
and h/	so; it should be in the range of 10 MHz to a few
GHz. Larger values make the gates too fast to be controlled by
electronics. Smaller values require long gate times.
We describe two other possibilities for single-qubit control
that are practical if 	so is either very large or very small.
A large value of 	so permits resonant Rabi driving, which
has already been successful for a qubit encoded in triple
QDs [38,39]. The effective Hamiltonian at ∗ isH = ()σz +
	soσx . Transitions are driven by () = 20 cos(2	sot/+
ψ). If 0  	so, then one obtains after a rotating wave
approximation the static Hamiltonian H′ = 0[−σy sin(ψ) +
σz cos(ψ)]. A universal set of single-qubit gates can be
generated when the phase ψ is adjusted.
Rabi driving becomes impractical for small 	so because
the gate times increase. We propose another possibility of
driven gates that are described by the Landau-Zener (LZ)
model [13,40,41]. Traversing the anticrossing in a time
similar to τ = h/	so generates single-qubit rotations. For
large transition amplitudes, as for the sweep from (2,0) to
(0,2), the time evolution [13,40,41],
ULZ = e−iζRσze−iγ σy e−iζLσz , (13)
is decomposed into phase accumulations (through ζR and
ζL) and one rotation around an orthogonal axis. The phase
accumulations ζR and ζL are determined by the adiabatic
evolution under the energy splitting(t)σz and the Stu¨ckelberg
phase. The essential part is the rotation around the y axis by the
angle γ = γLZ + π/2, with sin(γLZ) =
√
PLZ, PLZ = e−
2	2so
v
.
v = dE/dt |∗ is the linearized velocity at ∗. For example, the
state |0〉 is transferred to an equal superposition of |0〉 and |1〉
for PLZ = 12 .
B. Two-qubit gates
Two-qubit gates can be realized using Coulomb interactions
between two ISTQs [5]. We consider a linear arrangement
of four QDs and label the two DQDs by (L) and (R) (cf.
Fig. 4). QD(L)R and QD(R)L are closest to each other, and
the electron configurations n(L)R at QD(L)R and n(R)L at QD(R)L
dominate the Coulomb coupling between the ISTQs [39,42]:
Hint = e24π0rd n
(L)
R n
(R)
L . d is the distance between QD(L)R and
FIG. 4. (Color online) Two DQDs [labeled by (L) and (R)]
encode two ISTQs, which are coupled using Coulomb interactions.
QD(L)R and QD(R)L are closest to each other and the electron configu-
rations at these QDs (n(L)R and n(R)L ) dominate the interaction between
the qubits [cf. Eq. (14)].
QD(R)L , 0 is the dielectric constant, and r is the relative
permittivity. Hint leaves the spin at ISTQ(L) and the spin at
ISTQ(R) unchanged and can only cause the effective interaction
Cσ (1)z σ (2)z up to local energy shifts [43]. C has finite values only
when |S(L)〉 has a charge configuration that differs from that of
|T (L)〉 and |S(R)〉 has a charge configuration that differs from
that of |T (R)〉 [cf. Eq. (7)]:
C = e
2
16π0rd
[〈S(L)|n(L)R |S(L)〉 − 〈T (L)|n(L)R |T (L)〉]
× [〈S(R)|n(R)L |S(R)〉 − 〈T (R)|n(R)L |T (R)〉]. (14)
We discuss C, with STQ(L) and STQ(R) at ∗, as an example.
QD(L)R has a higher occupation in |T (L)〉 than in |S(L)〉 because
the doubly occupied triplet in (0,2)(L) is favored over the
doubly occupied singlet. The opposite effect is true for QD(R)L ,
with a higher electron configuration at QD(R)L for |S(R)〉
than for |T (R)〉. The magnitude of C strongly depends on
the material and the DQD setup. Two electrons with the
distance d = 200 nm interact with C ≈ 100 μeV for GaAs
and InAs heterostructures (r = 12.9 for GaAs and r = 15.2
for InAs [44]). C is by orders of magnitudes smaller for ISTQs.
We assume that C/	so = 110 can be reached.
We construct an entangling gate for ISTQs that is similar
to common STQs [45]. Both STQs are pulsed to the transition
region of (1,1) and (0,2) with an effective Hamiltonian
H = (L)σ (L)z + (R)σ (R)z + Cσ (L)z σ (R)z . A CPHASE gate is
generated after the waiting time t = h8C . This description
is valid away from ∗. Directly at ∗, driven entangling
operations are permitted through the Hamiltonian H =
(L)σ (L)z + 	(L)so σ (L)x + (R)σ (R)z + 	(R)so σ (R)x + Cσ (L)z σ (R)z . For
|	(L)so − 	(R)so |  C, one possible two-qubit gate is obtained
when qubit (L) is driven with the frequency 2	(R)so /h. These
driven gates are popular for superconducting qubits [46–49].
The requirement is again that 	(L)so and 	(R)so reach magnitudes
of μeV to obtain fast gate operations.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
An ISTQ with a finite 	so provides universal control of the
sz = 0 subspace. Operations mainly at ∗ in (1,1) and (0,2) in
(0,2) are very favorable because the qubit is protected from
small fluctuations in . (0,2)/h in (0,2) should not exceed a
few GHz to control phase accumulations at (0,2). Note that
the out-of-plane magnetic-field component Bz determines the
magnitude of (0,2). Obtaining large 	so is most critical. The
size of 	so depends on the confining energies of the QDs
and the magnitude of the SOIs. Values of 	so ≈ μeV will be
needed for driven Rabi gates. We showed that these magnitudes
are obtained for two QDs differing strongly in size. This setup
is also promising due to other reasons. Strongly confined QDs
are ideal for the initialization and readout of STQs. A weakly
confined QD can be very useful for qubit manipulations (cf.
also Ref. [16]).
Hyperfine interactions influence qubits in the ISTQ encod-
ings. Nuclear spins couple to the electrons that are confined at
QDs by creating local magnetic-field fluctuations Bhyp. Bhyp
can be considered as static during one measurement because
the nuclear magnetic-field fluctuations are low frequency,
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but Bhyp gives random contributions between successive
measurements [9,11]. An approximation for the rms of the
component parallel to the external magnetic field that couples
to an electron at a QD is δB‖hyp(QD) =
∑
ν Bν
√
Iν (Iν+1)√
N
[37,50]. ν
labels the different nuclear spin isotopes of the semiconductor,
which have the spin I .B contains material-dependent coupling
constants of the isotope, and N is the number of nuclei
interacting with an electron that is confined at a QD. If QDL
and QDR have different components of Bhyp parallel to the
external magnetic field, then for ISTQs the states |S1,1〉 from
Eq. (3) and |T1,1〉 from Eq. (5) are coupled equivalently to 	so
by gμB[B‖hyp(QDL) − B‖hyp(QDR)]. In the analysis of many
measurements, the rms values of the fluctuations δB‖hyp(QDL)
and δB‖hyp(QDR) will be detected when assuming independent
fluctuations of the magnetic fields at QDL and QDR . We arrive
at an effective coupling element between |S1,1〉 and |T1,1〉:
	hyp = gμB
√
[δB‖hyp(QDL)]2 + [δB‖hyp(QDR)]2. (15)
An electron at a GaAs QD typically interacts with 106 nuclear
spins, which gives δB‖hyp(QDL) = δB‖hyp(QDR) ≈ 5 mT and
	hyp ≈ 100 neV for a symmetric DQD [51].
A weakly confined QD has a smaller uncertainty δB‖hyp(QD)
because the electron wave function interacts with more
nuclear spins. This size effect will, however, not affect 	hyp
significantly for the ISTQ, because the size of only one of
the QDs will increase compared to a normal DQD setup,
and δB‖hyp(QD) changes only by N−
1
2
. InAs QDs have larger
	hyp than GaAs QDs. Indium isotopes are spin-9/2 nuclei, in
contrast to Ga and As nuclei that are spin-3/2. Because of the
equivalent influences of hyperfine interactions and SOIs, 	so
should be significantly larger than 	hyp to allow high-fidelity
qubit gates. Our estimates of 	so = 1 μeV and C/	so = 110
suggest that 	hyp and C have the same order of magnitude
for uncorrected nuclear magnetic fields. Fortunately, many
methods are known to reduce the uncertainty of the nuclear
magnetic-field distributions by orders of magnitude [52,53].
Additionally, refocusing techniques can be applied to correct
for small 	hyp because the magnetic-field fluctuations are low
frequency [11].
Charge noise is another source of decoherence. The filling
and unfilling of charge traps cause fluctuating electric fields
at the positions of the DQDs. If the qubit is operated as a
charge qubit, then charge noise dephases the ISTQ [9,16,54].
Charge fluctuations are dominantly low frequency and lead
typically to energy shifts δEC = μeV between different charge
states [55,56]. The phase coherences between charge states
are lost within a few ns. The most significant influence of
charge noise can be described by small fluctuations in  [56].
Charge noise is less important at ∗, (2,0), and (0,2) because
small fluctuations in  do not dephase the qubit.
In summary, we have discussed a two-electron qubit
encoding in the sz = 0 subspace for an ISTQ. The out-of-plane
magnetic field is used to generate a level crossing of |S〉 and |T 〉
that is not present for normal STQs. SOIs couple |S〉 and |T 〉
if the sizes of the QDs differ. Different variances of the wave
functions of the QD orbitals cause an effective magnetic-field
difference across the DQD. A DQD that consists of two
unequal QDs can be a promising spin qubit also for other
reasons. It has one QD with a large singlet-triplet splitting
and one QD with a small singlet-triplet splitting already
without external magnetic fields. The strongly confined QD
is ideal for the qubit initialization and the readout, while the
weakly confined QD is suitable for the qubit manipulations.
We suggest ISTQs in GaAs and InAs because they provide
sufficiently large 	so.
Hyperfine interactions and charge noise dephase ISTQs.
Hyperfine interactions cause dephasing mainly in (1,1)
through low-frequency magnetic-field fluctuations. Nuclear
spins and SOIs couple to ISTQs in the same way. It is very
important to fabricate ISTQs, where 	so is larger than the
fluctuation 	hyp from nuclear spins. Nuclear spin noise can
be refocused for ISTQs because fluctuations in 	hyp are low
frequency. Charge noise dephases the qubit in the transition
region between different charge sectors. Charge noise will be
dealt with most efficiently if the ISTQ is operated only at ∗ and
deep in (0,2). All qubit operations require fast manipulation
periods between different charge configurations, which has
been achieved in previous experiments [17,18]. Motivated
by the search for alternative spin qubit designs [17–19], we
are hopeful that DQDs are explored where the QDs differ
significantly in size. Realizing an ISTQ in a DQD of two
different QDs will be possible by simply tilting the magnetic
field out of plane. The perspective of universal electrostatic
control which uses only a static SO-induced anticrossing
should further motivate the exploration of this setup.
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APPENDIX A: FULL CALCULATION OF so FROM SOIS
This section extends the calculation of 	so from to the
main text. Here we take into account that the DQD system is
not only one dimensional. Besides H˜2 =  ·
∑
i=1,2[℘xσ ]i ,
with  = ( − β cos(2ξ ),−α − β sin(2ξ ),0)T , describing the
momentum component connecting the QDs, there is also
the in-plane perpendicular momentum component H˜2 =  ·∑
i=1,2[℘yσ ]i , with  = (α − β sin(2ξ ),β cos(2ξ ),0)T . H˜2
matters for QDs, in which the electrons have space to move in
the y direction. Now we discuss the extreme case of circular
QDs. We assume, additionally to the properties of |L〉 and
|R〉 that were introduced in Sec. III, 〈L|y|L〉 = 〈R|y|R〉 = 0,
〈L|y2|L〉 = varL, 〈R|y2|R〉 = varR , and that |L〉 and |R〉 are
separable into an x part and a y part.
We apply the transformation U = ei(S1+S2), with Si =
m
2
[℘x+ ℘y]i · σ i . The transformed Hamiltonian U(H0 +
H1 + H˜2 + H˜2)U† contains similar terms as in Eq. (10).
Formally, H0 remains unchanged, and there is an overal
energy shift − m
2
(||2 + ||2). H1 from Eq. (2) gives a
position-dependent magnetic field,
UH1U† = gμB2
∑
i = 1,2
j ∈ N
B[j ]eff (xi) · σ i , (A1)
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B[j ]eff (x) ≡
1
j !
(
2m
2
)j
× [( · · · (B ×(x +y)) · · · ) × (x +y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
j times
]
.
(A2)
We extract from Eq. (A2) the effective magnetic-field
component parallel to B in second order of the SOIs:
(
B
[2]
eff
)
‖ ≈ −
B
2
(
2m
2
)2
(2⊥x2 + 2⊥y2). (A3)
Equation (A3) neglects mixed terms in the position operators
(∼xy) and couples |S1,1〉 and |T1,1〉 by 	Zso = EZ varR−varL(lZso)2 with
lZso = 
2
2m
√
2⊥+2⊥
(which we call the Zeeman spin precession
length). ⊥ = || sin[(,B)] and ⊥ = || sin[(,B)]
are the components of  and  perpendicular to the
external magnetic field (cf. Fig. 1). Note that lZso is on the
order of the Rashba and Dresselhaus spin precession length,
which is smaller than the confining radius of the QD wave
functions.
The transformation of H˜2 + H˜2 adds additional contribu-
tions, dominated by
m×
3
·
∑
i=1,2
σ i
[
(lz)i − mωc2
(
x2i + y2i
)]
, (A4)
with lz = pxy − pyx and ωc = eBzm . Especially the second
term in Eq. (A4) couples |S1,1〉 and |T1,1〉 directly by an
effective magnetic field parallel to B:
(
B
[2]
eff,o
)
‖ = −
ωc/8
gμB
2
(
2m
2
)2
(×)‖(x2 + y2). (A5)
(×)‖ is the component parallel to B, which can be positive
or negative. (B[2]eff,o)‖ is determined by the orbital contribution
of the magnetic field ωc instead of the Zeeman energy
EZ = gμB2 |B|. It describes the magnetic field produced by
the orbital motion of electrons. We introduce the orbital spin
precession length (loso)2 = ( 
2
2m )2 1(×)‖ , with which we write
	oso = ωc2 varL−varR(loso)2 .
Equations (A3) and (A5) couple |S1,1〉 and |T1,1〉 by a
magnetic-field gradient across the DQD, similarly to the
consideration in the main text:
	so = (varR − varL)
[
EZ(
lZso
)2 + ωc/2(
loso
)2
]
. (A6)
Whether the Zeeman contribution EZ(lZso)2 or the orbital contribu-
tion ωc/2(loso)2 dominates Eq. (A6) depends in detail on the DQD.
The orbital contribution should be dominant if the QDs are
circular because ωc is usually larger than EZ: |ωcEZ | ≈ 135
for GaAs and |ωc
EZ
| ≈ 12 for InAs (cf. Appendix C). If the
DQD setup prefers one spatial direction, then the Zeeman
contribution dominates.
We analyze the angular dependencies of 	so, which
are influenced by the direction of the magnetic field B, the
orientation of the crystal lattice, and the dot connection axis ex
(cf. Fig. 1). The Zeeman spin precession length gives (lZso)−2 ∝
2⊥ + 2⊥ = 2(α2 + β2) + sin2(θ ){α2 + β2 + 2αβ sin[2(φ −
ξ )]}. SO contributions are maximal for out-of-plane magnetic
fields, but they can vanish for in-plane magnetic fields. This
is exactly the case if there is no coordinate of the SO field
perpendicular to the magnetic field. (loso)−2 ∝ (×)‖ =
(α2 − β2) cos(θ ) is independent of the orientation of the
crystal lattice. Orbital effects are maximal for out-of-plane
magnetic fields, but they vanish for in-plane orientations.
APPENDIX B: DOUBLY OCCUPIED SINGLE QDS
This section describes the influence of the SOIs in the (2,0)
and (0,2) configurations when one QD is doubly occupied.
A doubly occupied single QD with the center at (a,0,0)T is
described by
∑
i=1,2
[
℘2i
2m
+ V (xi)
]
+ V (x1,x2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H0
+ gμB
2
B ·
∑
i=1,2
σ i
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H1
, (B1)
and H˜2 =  ·
∑
i=1,2[℘xσ ]i . We apply a unitary transforma-
tion U = ei(S1+S2), with Si = m2 (xi − a) · σ i . −ma2  · σ i
generates a constant, position-dependent phase shift of the
transformed states. The transformed Hamiltonian,
U(H0 +H1 +H2)U† = H0 − m
2
||2
+ gμB
2
∑
i=1,2
Beff(xi) · σ i , (B2)
describes a position-dependent magnetic field:
Beff(x) ≡
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
sin(2ρ) { 12 − cos [ 2m2 (x − a)]}
sin(ρ) sin [ 2m
2
(x − a)]
0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎝00
1
⎞
⎠[ sin2(ρ) cos(2m
2
(x − a)
)
+ cos2(ρ)
]⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭ , (B3)
where ρ is the rotation angle between B and,  = ||. Note
that there is a simple geometric relation between the angle ρ
and the angles θ , φ, and ξ (cf. Fig. 1) Beff(x) does not couple
|S〉 and |T 〉 below the quadratic order in the position. Here, a
different spread of the singlet and triplet wave functions will
be seen. We can neglect these contributions to 	so because |S〉
and |T 〉 have low weights in (2,0) and (0,2) at ∗.
APPENDIX C: SPIN-ORBIT PARAMETERS
This section describes SOIs for typical semiconductor
materials to build QDs. We introduce the Rashba and Dres-
selhaus SOIs for following Refs. [33,57,58]. Rashba SOI is
caused by the broken structure inversion symmetry through
the confining potential. The Rashba parameter α is determined
by the confining electric field Ez and a material constant
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αR: α = αREz [57]. Typical values for Ez are 0.1 mV nm−1.
We introduce the Rashba spin precession length lαso = 
2
2mα .
Dresselhaus SOI is present for a semiconducting lattice
without inversion symmetry. The Dresselhaus parameter β
is determined by a band parameter βD and the size of the
wave function in the z direction 〈k2z 〉: β = βD〈k2z 〉. Typical
values are 〈k2z 〉 = (10 nm)−1. We introduce the Dresselhaus
spin precession length lβso = 22mβ .
Typical parameters for GaAs, Si, and InAs are summarized
in Table I. Conduction band electrons in Si have weak SOIs.
Electrons in GaAs heterostructures have micrometer spin
precession lengths. SOIs are by one order of magnitude larger
in InAs than in GaAs because InAs has a much smaller band
gap.
TABLE I. Parameters for the Rashba (α) and the Dresselhaus
(β) SOIs, as described in the main text. The effective mass for the
conduction band electron m (compared to the free electron mass
me) and the g factor are taken from Refs. [57–59]. The following
band parameters are used: αGaAsR = 5.2e ˚A
2
, αSiR = 0.11e ˚A
2
, αInAsR =
117.1e ˚A2, βGaAsR = 5.2e ˚A
2
, and β InAsR = 117.1e ˚A
2 [33,57,60]. We
introduce the Rasba spin precession length lαso = 
2
2mα and the
Dresselhaus spin precession length lβso = 
2
2mβ . Si crystals have a center
of inversion, which excludes the Dresselhaus SOI.
g m/me α(meV nm) lαso(μm) β(meV nm) lβso(μm)
GaAs −0.44 0.067 0.52 1.1 0.28 2.0
Si 2 0.19 0.01 20 – –
InAs −14.9 0.023 11.7 0.14 0.27 6.1
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